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Garry started his talk in Roman times with the signal station at the junction of Ratcliff Highway and Wapping Lane.
In the Dark Ages communication was by beacons and runners. One of the beacon sites being used was Shooters
Hill.

Trinity House was established in 1514 and took control of buoyage, and beacons. There were of course other forms
of communications such as the Nautical Almanac first published in 1767 and hydrographic maps from 1588. In
1815 Ordnance Survey reached the Thames Estuary.

Optical discoveries and improvements -
• Lippershey,(Holland) telescopes

• Hooke ( England ) telescope devised but not adopted.

• Dolland ( England ) put together the mechanical with the optics.

• Lord George Murray gains Admiralty approval to a visual telegraph that operated for a time from London
to Deal via Gadds Hill, beginning in 1794. It only lasted to the end of the Napoleonic wars and was then
dismantled.

• Others follow, Admiral Popham, Colonel Pasleys

The Industrial revolution & alternative lines of communication
• First Dock opens 1696 (Greenland Dock)

• The first dock proper was the West India Dock, which was sanctioned by Parliament in 1799, and opened
three years later.

• The railways start in 1840, and connected the disparate docks, and in them the sheds, and warehouses with
the main railway system, thus enabling merchandise to be dispatched and received between a ship and any
part of the country.

• Besides the rail network we see the introduction of the electric telegraph.

• 1847 sees the first National Telegraph network passing on trade information. Telegraph offices are rolled
out where stations are situated.

• The Royal Victoria Dock, although far from being the oldest, was the first to have railway facilities, and is
claimed to have been the first railway-equipped dock in the world. It was built in 1855, during a period of
great railway and industrial expansion.

Port arrivals and departures - communication
• Greenwich Observatory ( Solar Clock )

• Time Ball visible to Mariners. Chronometers set as ship’s left port.



• 1852 sees the first electrical time signal being sent from Greenwich at 4pm August 5th to the London
Bridge terminus and it was simultaneously received at its Dover station. The experiments continued daily
over the next few weeks, one time signal being extended automatically to all the railway stations on the line
at least once in each day.

• The Port and the world was fast becoming connected/ online!).

• 1870 Telegraph made it to Leadenhall street.

• Trinity House was pronounced keeper of lighthouses in 1854. It is the General Lighthouse Authority.

• The Chapman Light 1851 - 1957 was manned by two people. It used semaphore, ball, cones, and drum for
distance signalling.

• By Day — Two guns fired from any of the light-vessels at intervals of a minute, and repeated every fifteen
minutes, indicated that assistance was required by her or by a vessel seen in distress on the sands.

• By Night — Two guns repeated as above, followed by a rocket.

Radio
• 1899 Radio across the English Channel

• 1901 Radio equipment on vessels using Morse Code (voice not here yet!). Used on Military ships.

• 1911 only 46 ships fitted with a radio.

• 1st July 1911, Ocean going vessels carry radio 500Kc/s

• 1916 A.M Radio Patent, but no voice. People forget at time of the Titanic not many ships had receivers.

• 1929 High Seas Public radio service with voice introduced.

• 1933 FM radio introduced but it did not become standard round the world.

Acoustic Echo Sounder invented 1932 and by 1936 was being used by the PLA. Decca worked with the PLA in
1944 to develop a position fixing navigator system which was in use pre D Day. Nowadays the aim is to enhance
hydrography, using multi beam sounders costing £400,000 each, more than the boat. Electronic chart display
systems on ships have to be regularly updated.

Siemens private automatic phone exchange system was introduced in 1925. In the War Years, 1939 -1945, the
government laid separate communication lines into the docks connected to Chancery Lane and Kingsway under-
ground exchanges, which disseminated information from GCHQ and SOE. Station X was manned by sea scouts
billeted on the other side of the river. When it was foggy they were stuck and had extra long shifts. They used tried
and trusted methods too, such as Semaphore.

After the war the Port of London Authority invested in technology. It adopted a VHF Network to control all the
docks and communicate with ships. It was a feat of engineering to keep the equipment functioning. In 1951 the
Trinity Square PABX, a modified Siemens system, was the first in the UK. The demand was enormous and there
were individual lines, unlike today when there is one line bundled cable. By 1961/2 the PLA was using teletype
messages.

The PLA has two control centres giving advice to vessels, one at the Thames Barrier, one at Gravesend. It uses
computer based systems to deal with the three main channels, which are choke points, in the Thames Estuary and
new VHF bands enable it to target and give information to ships It has 15 Radars, covering the area from Greenwich
to the outer limits, and 12 electronic tide gauges. Under Keel Clearance can be as little as 0.9m on a rising tide and
1.4m on a falling tide. The PLA monitors traffic beyond its limits for the Dover Coast Guard. There can be



difficulties finding suitable sites for locating PLA radar & microwaves. They have to have sight lines.

AIS
This system has been introduced as there can be no radar coverage above Greenwich, because of the density of
development which creates shadow and reflects the waves. Currently only vessels of 300 Grt and above have the
system fitted, but this covers the cargo carrying and tourist boats and means that these vessels locations can now
be identified. Information on passengers is now automatically passed to the PLA and the Coast Guard.

For the future
Enhanced Small Target detection is needed. The port of London is moving down the Thames Corridor e.g. London
Gateway a major port development has just started. Communications require to be present but unobtrusive.
Windfarms offshore affect signals, so radars will have to be installed on turbines. We will have to land, when seas
permit, and climb to the top with everything, including the ladder, being held on by magnets.
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